
The fountain of learning is school and we can’t take away the amounts of learning a child does

after all they only get 12 years of school.Using the internet has beneficial factors such as facts

and information being used in classes are more interesting than usual. In all that good

information a question arises should we let students use cellphones ? I strongly doubt this would

help at all with the educational benefits, and I talked about how students can use the internet but

cellphones cannot be monitored by the school and that is a recipe for chaos allowing

blackmailing, unsupervised recordings, cyber bullying , invasion of personal details/ privacy and

many more. Mental health of the students decrease since the screen on the phone is very small.

Now lets talk about tests , if students in this situation are stuck on a question they can research

the answer and get high marks. Now if students are able to do this consistently Oxford

University wouldn’t be so hard and students would easily get high marks and good jobs ,which I

think is very unfair and even worse, they would be able to conceal what they’re doing. But since

teachers can find good facts on the internet she/he could give a large variety without having

cellphones involved in the students class.This also causes a distraction to learning as students

could start sneaking in their phones into class and start logging onto media and get pulled into

addiction this is known as the social media addiction disorder. This would cause the student to

stop paying attention in class, miss the knowledge, and have higher stress levels as they always

will finish the work at the last minute.” Phones are the biggest culprits’’says the diamond rehab

thailand website.

Teenagers with social media addiction get largely influenced and become very easy to lie to or to

give propaganda to. This causes them to use these concepts in class and potentially fail a

test/activity.

In conclusion school is not to be fiddled with and social media addiction can be easily prevented

by making sure that students can’t bring their phones to school.
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This is good, however, there are areas of concerns that you need to rectify. First of all, proofread your work before submitting it to eliminate the misspelt words and punctuation errors. Meanwhile, your second reason has a very short justification and discussion. I suggest that you write more, and support it with evidence to make it more stronger. Lastly, your conclusion is very short. You need to restate your two points and write your call to action in the last sentence.
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